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    Try ValiDiffer™
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        BETA LAUNCH!
      
 
        NO CODE
        
DATA ONBOARDING
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        Be the hero of your:

         Customer Success Team
        

        
        Spend less time onboarding data,
 and more time using it!

          
              Try for Free 
            Learn More
          

        (Click here for Data Analytics)
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         Turn any Google Sheet into an app without any coding! Have an idea for an app? Use Troparé Sheets to make a free app for it!

        Learn More
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        Awesome Features

        Catch incorrectly formatted data before it costs you money

      
         
        
          
            
              
            
                
              
              Your browser doesn't support HTML5 video. Here is a link to the video instead.
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                The ultimate solution for any technical or non-technical professional onboarding, migrating, or importing large data files with millions of rows which require specific formatting or content.
 
            Try for Free
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             DATA DIFFERENCING

                  ValiDiffer’s enhanced data differencing features analyze the entire data set, not just the headers, and produce comprehensive analysis reports outlining any data discrepancies and variation within your files.

        

          
            
   
           

              
             DATA VALIDATION

                 ValiDiffer™ specializes in data validation. Its A.I. driven validation features help you ensure imported data is correctly formatted, properly standardized, and ready for action.
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            A.I. DRIVEN

              ValiDiffer™ utilizes AI, neural networks, and machine learning as an aid to automatically learn, validate, map, fix, and transform as much of your data into your ideal onboarding state as possible.
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                The Perfect Use Case

               FOR OPTIMIZING DATA ONBOARDING & RECURRING FILE IMPORTS

                Try ValiDiffer™ Beta
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                  MetaData Comparison

                 This functionality compares and visualizes a complete metadata trending analysis of 30+ metrics for each field of information and its corresponding values (E.g., data_size, max_lines, confidence_score, distsize, data_type, specialty_data_type, etc.)
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                Data Comparison

                This functionally enables you to select a ‘Data Key Colum’ for comparison after which the data gets split horizontally allowing for side-by-side comparisons of data values. This feature is great for price sheet, product, invoice, and similar side-by-side comparisons.
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                No Code

                ValiDiffer is a no-code solution containing
 a simple drag-and-drop interface.
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         A.I. Driven

                ValiDiffer utilizes A.I., neural networks, and
 machine learning to optimize every onboard.
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        End-to-end

                ValiDiffer is an end-to-end solution; from
 data onboard to file delivery.
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                Metadata Trending Analytics

                Discover, track, and visualize 
 file analyses & validation reports.
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         Scalable Processing

                ValiDiffer is capable of onboarding and
 processing data files of nearly any size (TBs).
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        Customizable Thresholds

                User defined criteria and  thresholds 
 for custom file analyses.
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             ELIMINATE COSTLY 'REDO' CYCLES

               ValiDiffer's core competence is providing visual metadata trending analytics which points out any possible errors and/or concerns with your file prior to import (in what we call 'data escrow') to validate and ensure a smooth data onboarding experience and avoid costly 'redo' cycles.

                Use Case Description
            
        
  
            

            
            

        
       DATA IMPORTS

            ValiDiffer accepts a wide variety of structure file formats and is capable of analyzing data files of nearly any size (TB+).

            Native Integrations Include:

            [image: data import connector logos]
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             USER PERSONA

                Any technical or non-technical professional onboarding data which requires specific formatting or content. Think customer success, marketing, product, IT teams and more. Let ValiDiffer help those responsible for onboarding your data!
 
        

        

            
             

             
       CONSIDERABLE SAVINGS

            Troparé conducted a yearlong internal study of live customer data flows which showed a single client, with large bi-weekly data imports, can easily save $100,000+ in technical support costs by utilizing ValiDiffer over a 12 month period of time.
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             SELF-SERVICE UI

            Simple drag and drop interface with intuitive operations fit for professionals of any technical expertise  (no coding required).

        

            

   
      

    

 
      
      
        Need to onboard data?

        Try ValiDiffer for free!

      

      Try for Free
     
    
  
    
      Troparé Benefits

        Three of Troparé solutions, ValiDiffer™, tStudio®, and tProspector, can function in consort as a closed loop system but can be operated completely independent as well.

        
        Data may be onboarded through ValiDiffer for validation and content verification, then imported into, manipulated, and transformed by tStudio after which interactive dashboards, data visualizations, reports, and campaigns can be created.  Any campaign can be outputted to traditional marketing channels (e.g. email, call, etc.) as well as directly to the native tProspector mobile application which can be used by various selling channels.
 

Troparé is uniquely positioned in the market to provide this ‘closed loop’ system combining the best of a data validation tool, marketing data analytics platform, and a mobile sales acquisition/prospecting application.
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          All Troparé software is developed in-house.
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          Platform is built to scale and adheres to all required security standards.
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          Platform is powered by Troparé’s proprietary database engines.
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          Great flexibility in
            developing customized features.

        


      
        Thought Leadership
        Try ValiDiffer
      

        
    

    
      No Code Data Onboarding
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          Overcome the challenges of working with disparate data
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          Automatic data validation and data differencing saving time & money
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          Capable of processing & validating data files of nearly any size (TBs)
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          Highly secure data environments (AWS)

        


    

  
    
    
      
        Ready for some data analytics?

        Contact us for a demo!

      

      Contact Us
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      The Data Analytics Tools You Need

    Wrapped Into One Easy-to-Use Marketing Data Management Studio
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            Dashboard

            Completely configurable visual module allowing you to create and share data analytics dashboards, and assign different levels of access (admin).

            LEARN MORE
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        Data Ingestion

        Simply connect and ingest over forty-five (45) different data sources to analyze, drive, and prosper your business
          performance — no matter its location.

        LEARN MORE
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        DataBlender™

        Prepare, blend, merge, join, dedupe, and transform data files in a completely self-service, visual workflow without requiring any technical expertise.

        LEARN MORE
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        Data Matching

        Accurately match, combine, and append records referring to a single entity deriving from different sources, using our built-in data matching solution.

        LEARN MORE
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        List Management

        Instantly query hundreds of millions of data records in seconds (Waterfall effect) to create micro-targeted, highly accurate marketing lists, and campaign audiences.

        LEARN MORE
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        Data Export

        Export your campaigns, lists, territory assignments, and transformed data files directly to your desirable format and location - or straight to our mobile app.

        LEARN MORE
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        BI & Analytics

        Explore data through rich visual (geo)-analytics, interactive graphs, reports, and statistical analysis to facilitate informed decision making, instant data analysis, and business insights.

        LEARN MORE
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        Machine Learning

        Generate machine learning models without needing a data-scientist. Point and click your way to extremely sophisticated results.

        LEARN MORE
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        tProspector

        Locate, qualify, prepare, and contact your most promising sales leads in seconds right from your smartphone or tablet — eliminating the need for desk reseach.

        LEARN MORE
          


    

  
    
     
	
		
			Download our latest self-service data analytics case study!

			
				Name *
				
                 
                 
				Business E-mail Address *
				
                 Business Phone Number *
				
				Download Case Study
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      Learn More About Troparé

      GET STARTED
      
        
          Contact Us

          	+1 (949) 201 0577
	sales@tropare.com
	31878 Del Obispo Street
	Suite 118338
	San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
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